1. Handicap Records V, 5
Old:
If a player discovers that she made an error in posting, such as wrong
score, wrong date, incorrect tee ground or did not play according to the
Rules of Golf, she should send a Correction Form via the website
(sbwga.com). Include as much information as needed to assist the
Handicap Committee in deciphering the issues. Penalties are not assessed
when this is done.

New (changes made to clarify – no change in meaning):
If a player discovers that she made an error in posting, she must send a
Posting Correction Form via the website (sbwga.com). A Posting
Correction/Exception Form should be submitted when the player
determines an error, such as wrong score, wrong date, incorrect tee ground
or did not play according to the Rules of Golf, which includes nonconforming games. Non-conforming games consist of
scrambles, shambles, Chapman formats, or any other game where the
player does not exclusively play her own ball. Include as much
information as needed to assist the Handicap Committee in deciphering
the issues. Penalties are not assessed when this is done.

2. TPD when Tournament w/entry fee VIII, 10b (changed to support the
sharing of our course during busy times with many tournaments)
When there is a Special Tournament with an entry fee (excluding
LAGOS and SaddleBrooke Women's Classic hosted by the SBWGA18) or a Major Tournament with a multiple-day commitment, there
will be a Tuesday Play Day game for those players not participating
in the Tournament except when the field is full and no additional tee
times are available for TPD. Sign-up will be through Chelsea.

3. All references in the Standing Rules to the Home /Home/ Home
tournament will be changed to SaddleBrooke Women's Classic
including a parenthetical reference f/k/a as Home/Home/Home.
(Changes were made to XI,4 Special Tournaments, XII,6 Ongoing
Games, and VIII, 10b Tuesday Play Day).

